
 

AUTOMATIC GATES WHAT MAINTENANCE LEVEL? 
 

What level of maintenance cover should we have? The best level you can afford is our most 

common reply, subject to system design & build quality. 

 

Lots of people’s first choice is based upon price and this is not the right way of getting the best 

out of the options offered. Bronze, Silver & Gold are typically structured offers from many 

companies, all with their own brand of features, benefits and service provided. 

 

   
 

Typically the ‘Bronze’ style cover is the most basic and appears to be the most cost effective? 

This however may be an illusion and after time can prove to be just as costly as or more so than 

the next level up (this level increase may be reliant upon upgrade or system modification). 

 

How come? Most basic levels of cover are just that! They provide the basic essentials only with 

everything else chargeable and yet remain in some cases the ideal solution for particular 

customers. They provide for planned maintenance and inspection with testing and reports or 

recommendation raised for further action, instruction and cost. This additional work can attract a 

discount and be given a degree of priority over others, all of which are subject to terms. 

 

   
 

‘Silver’ style options usually include additional visits and either parts or labour according to 

agreement. Ours offers programmed maintenance, reports, testing, safety reviewing and 

recommendations, together with all labour included with all parts extra over and again subject to 

terms. 



 

‘Gold’ is typically an extension of the original warranty including all above with parts and 

labour included, subject to terms. 

 

   
 

Managed properties, associations and alike, find the ‘Gold’ cover ideal, as it allows them to 

agree annual budgets with fixed values, that are usually only varied by an insurable claim. 

 

   
 

What is not covered? In all cases just having an agreement in place does not mitigate the 

owner’s responsibility or the need for reasonable use of the system. Fair wear & tear are always 

conditional and vandalism, third party interference or involvement as well as accidental damage 

are not covered, nor are the consequential effects on the system of any of these. 

 

What else do we need to know? The original design of the system and how it was installed will 

remain important to any service provided. The system design could become up for review if 

there are any changes in the use of the system or any environmental change that has an effect on 

the system or its performance. New users or a change in regulations, system ownership or 

control, could promote the need of recommendations that could impact upon the system and its 

safe use. 

 

Everyday customers strive for a best value solution and find cheap is not ideal for them! 
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